
Push

Pepper

Yeah it feels real good with a ticket in your hand
And the trip of a life in the wake somewhere
Never know what you find
Never see where you are
Till you open up your options just by losin’ that map
I got to feel like I got to do something
Just can’t wait around stuck in the nothing
Take us away, give us a chance
So let go of the rope
put the future in your hands

Got to find a place to blow it all
Take a trip beyond your corner store
Jump a train In the middle of the night
All aboard, now you really alive
Throw way when all your faith is gone
Step away from what you think you know
You never know what you’re gonna find

You never see it if you’re eyes are closed

Yeah, really saw some things
That opened up my mind
Lost myself when I left it all behind
I don’t feel any different, but I know I’m not the same
She showed me something deeper, but I never got her name
I got to know were free to roam
I got to taste the air tonight
So what we’ll do is set more sails
Roll more dice, as we blaze more trails

Got to find a place to blow it all
Take a trip beyond your corner store
Jump a train In the middle of the night

All aboard, now you really alive
Throw way when all your faith is gone
Step away from what you think you know
You never know what you’re gonna find
You buy the ticket and you take the ride

Time to push a little further
Every step will make you stronger
Don’t ever be afraid to fly
What have we got to lose
Life is just what we choose
Time for us to give it a try
So buy the ticket and take the ride

[Chorus:]
Got to find a place to blow it all
Take a trip beyond your corner store
Jump a train In the middle of the night
All aboard, now you really alive
Throw way when all your faith is gone
Step away from what you think you know
You never know what you’re gonna find
You buy the ticket and you take the ride



Buy the ticket
Take the ride
Never know
What you’re gonna find
Buy the ticket
Take the ride
Never know
What you’re gonna find
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